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Westerns, Genre fiction, Fiction, Books. Series: Gunsmoke Western S. Amanda Blake & James Arness in Gunsmoke - Pinterest Results 1 - 9 of 9. The Marshall from Deadwood (Gunsmoke Western)-ExLibrary. Former Library books. Great condition for a used book! Minimal wear. American Cowboy - Google Books Result Gunsmoke was often a somber program, the title marshal would not be based in Dodge City and would. From Hopalong to Godless: The evolution of westerns on TV. 7 Jun 2006. McRaney, who joined “Deadwood” as a guest star last season, had the honor of being the final bad guy on “Gunsmoke” to face U.S. Marshal. 100 Greatest TV Shows of All Time – Rolling Stone Results 1 - 8 of 8. The Marshall from Deadwood (Gunsmoke Western)-ExLibrary. Former Library books. Great condition for a used book! Minimal wear. Matt Dillon (Gunsmoke) - Wikipedia 2 Sep 2013. He may have begged Western director Charles Marquis Warren not to sell out in City, Marshal Matt Dillon, a tree of a man, steps in to see justice done. The story of Deadwood is essentially incomplete without Gunsmoke.